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Who We Are
The FLASH Network is a community-

based, youth-centered collective
promoting diverse research,

education and health initiatives for
LGBTQ+ folks in Florida. 



Brand
Overview

The FLASH Network is a young but spirited
brand that unites formal and lived expertise.

We stand for innovative, supportive
community and shining a flashlight (haha get

it?) on sexual health issues specifically
impacting LGBTQ+ young people. 

We imagine a world where young people are
the experts on their own lives and have the
opportunity to co-design and strategize their
own public health initiatives.



FLASH
Values
Radical + Real

Vibrant + Fun

Creative + Diverse
Our approach is different from most - we
put young people in charge and let them
decide what works and what doesn't. 
Our messaging is direct - we don't sugar
coat or dance around taboo topics.

We thrive on the passionate, colorful
perspectives of our advisors and leaders who
bring unparalleled enthusiasm to this work. 
We love advocating for the health and wellness
of queer folks, and we have a good time doing it! 

We are constantly enacting new ways to
educate, research & support LGBTQ+ youth
because their needs are always evolving. 
Our team is a mix of ethnicities, sexualities &
ideas - which is reflected in our work. 



Our VoicePersona 1: 
The House Mother 

We're compassionate and nurturing
but willing to tell the honest and hard

truth about the way things are and
how we should fix them. We are

always here to offer support and to
guide you with knowledge rooted in

our own queer  experiences. 



Our VoicePersona 2: 
The Modern Sex Educator

We know more about sex than the average
person, and we work to debunk some of
the common misconceptions about all

kinds of sex. We are always here to answer
any awkward questions, uplift new ways to
think and talk about sex (especially queer
sex) and equip you with the most accurate

facts on your body and its needs.



Our VoicePersona 3: 
The Rainbow Activist

We take action, provide resources, and
encourage others to join us at we

champion LGBTQ+ rights. We are
always here to show up for any queer
cause, fight for what we believe in and

stand in solidarity with other
marginalized groups as we move
towards a more equitable future. 



Our
Tone

Educator Tone Activist Tone

Informed
Accessible

Understanding

Never
Complicated or

Snobbish 

Passionate
Inclusive 
Persistent

Never 
Closeminded or 

Pessimistic



Our
Tone

Calculating Tone
When writing from POV FLASH,

consider your audience, your
delivery channel and your content.

Which of our personas does your
content align with most? Are you

discussing a niche or unfamiliar topic?
Or are you uplifting a well-known
issue that needs to be addressed?



What We
Look Like 

Our colors, typography and imagery
are what make FLASH, FLASH. Our
brand's goal is to convey our values

through our appearance just as
clearly as our messaging. 



Colors
Main color

Try to use our main color in every image. This
helps make FLASH recognizable at a glance

Primary colors also help make FLASH recognizable while
adding variety to our posts. Try to use one in every image. 

Accent colors

 Primary Colors

Accent colors are selected to compliment our primary colors. Use them freely as needed.

#23217B #FF4E93#FFF200 #04CAFF #9600FF

#885F9E#5DC7E4 #A18FCD#92BAEF #0DFFF0#111047 #CBBDED #FF4E93#FF7117 #FA7474#FFCCBC #990258



Do your best to use the main color (dark blue color number) in all images where it is feasible,
as this will help create a coherent look for our brand

Don't overcomplicate color schemes-you do not need to use every color in every post

Make sure all text colors are high contrast (dark background and light text or vice versa)

Use more than one color in all posts-do not create 

Use bright, high contrast colors for infographics and charts 

Text can be in white, black, or any shade of grey as 

You can use white, black, and shades of grey as 

      images that are 4 shades of purple or 4 shades of blue

      well as any approved color in our brand book

      background colors if it makes sense for your post. 
      For example, a black background might be used for 
      a spooky Halloween post

Color Usage Guide Part 1
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Use vibrant, aesthetically pleasing colors that make things easy to read!
Simplify the data as much as possible. Highlight the most important information.
Add numbers or text to infographics. Never assume that people can infer the numbers or topic at hand.
Don't overdo it! 1 or 2 infographics tops per image slide is plenty. 

 
 

Making data fun and easy to digest is an important part of sharing information! Follow these guidelines to
make great infographics:

 
 

 

Infographics

20 in 100 youth aged
15-29 say they feel

educated about XYZ 
1 out of 5 youth aged 15-

29 say they feel
educated about XYZ 

1 out of 5 youth aged 15-
29 say they feel

educated about XYZ 

20% of  15-29 year olds, 30-44
year olds, and 75-89 year olds
say they feel educated about
XYZ. 18% of 45-74 year olds

and 90+ year olds did. 

This infographic is not as
simple as it could be. Saying

"1 in 5" would be better. 

This infographic is not high
contrast, making it hard to

read and understand.

This infographic is high
contrast, simple, and easy to

understand! 

This infographic is cluttered
and presents too much
information at once. 



Typography

League
Spartan

Libre
Baskerville

Secondary FontPrimary Font Handwriting Font

Oregano

Use the primary font,
League Spartan, for
headings and on title

pages.  

 

Use the secondary font,
Libre Baskerville, for body

text and subheadings.
Libre Baskerville in BOLD

makes for good
subheadings. 

Use the handwriting font,
Oregano, when something needs a

handwritten touch. Personal
notes, quotes, and "letters" could

all be in Oregano. 



Imagery
Animations: People 

Animations of people should
be diverse in regard to gender,
gender expression, race, size
and dress.
Try not to use more than one
per image. Keep it interesting,
active, and impactful!

This image isn't bad,
but it is not diverse or

vibrant enough for
FLASH posts. Colorful,

fun images of lots of
different kinds of people
would be a better choice! 



Imagery
Cartoon Rainbow Images
Any classic rainbow image or rainbow
in our logo/brand colors is acceptable.
Avoid pastel or desaturated rainbows. 
Rainbow images MAY be altered to
match the colors of a particular
group's pride flag (bi, pan, ace, trans
etc.), but should match the colors of
that flag as closely as possible.
Use the updated pride flag (with trans
pride colors, black, and brown)
whenever possible.



Imagery

Florida Specific Images

FLASH is a Florida-based nonprofit
for Florida youth. Therefore, the
use of Florida-specific imagery,
such as palm trees, is encouraged
on posts about local issues.
Use imagery with eye-catching
colors that align with out logo and
brand colors.



Trans rights
are 

human rights

Imagery
General Usage Guide
Use high contrast imagery. Dark
images on light backgrounds and
light images on dark
backgrounds.
Try your best to not clutter
images. 1 or 2 relevant images is
better than 5 less relevant images. 
Use animations and images with
faces as long as they still fit the
image's style and topic.

 

Trans rights are 
human rights!

[text]



Photography

Do: Use images that display diversity of
races, genders, gender expressions, etc.
Do: Use candid shots!
Do: Use images from FLASH and partner
events!
Do: Use full color or black and white high
resolution images.

Don't: Use obviously staged images.
Don't: Use crowded images or images with
very busy backgrounds.
Don't: Use images that cut off people's
faces or objects of interest.
Don't: Use poorly lit imagery.
Don't: Use images with obvious filters. 

General Do's and Don'ts



 

Ethical Guidelines: When to Use Pictures of People vs. Objects
Sometimes it is better to use pictures of objects than people. Certain topics can be fraught with lots of negative emotions (e.g:
sexual assault) or might be inappropriate to associate a person's face with (e.g: suicide). Generally speaking, if a topic requires a
trigger warning then it may be best to avoid using pictures of actual people. 

Other times, there might be practical reasons to use pictures of objects over those of people. For example, when discussing
birth control it might be educational to use pictures of less common options such as "female" condoms, cervical caps, or IUDs.  
If you want to personalize/humanize a topic like this, a good option is to include pictures of people holding the relevant
objects (see examples on the next slide).

DO: ask yourself if you would be comfortable with a picture of yourself being associated with the topic at hand. If the answer
is no, it may be better to use a picture of an object.
DO: consider using cartoon images, pictures of people from the neck down, or images of silhouettes if the topic at hand calls
for the inclusion of a human subject, but you are unsure if including somebody's face would be appropriate. 
DO: Think about whether or not a diagram or a picture of an item would help some viewers to understand what you are
talking about. If the answer is yes, it is usually best to use an image of an object rather than a person. 

DON'T: use images of people's faces when discussing highly triggering/illegal topics (e.g: suicide, sexual assault, human
trafficking, controlled substance abuse, etc.).
DON'T: use images of people's faces without their expressed permission, even of they consented to having their photo taken. 
DON'T: use images of people that could be upsetting to some viewers. Pictures of bodily harm, severe emotional distress, or
pictures that imply abuse/mistreatment should be avoided.



Examples: When to Use Pictures of People vs. Objects



Healthcare Specific
Imagery

Avoid highly clinical or sterile looking
images. We want healthcare to be seen as
important and positive! 
Do your best to use images with bright or
soothing color pallets. Greyscale or
whitewashed images can look
unapproachable.
Do try to use images with fun elements
like an interesting background!
Be aware of common phobias, such as
blood and needles and don't post explicit
photos of them. When discussing
vaccines, for example, it might be a better
idea to use drawings/animations than
photos.  

Pictures of Objects



Pay attention to inclusivity and
common stereotypes. People of all
genders, races, and ages should be
represented across the healthcare field. 
Try to post humanizing pictures of
healthcare providers where they are
smiling or talking to patients.
Avoid pictures that are cold or overly
clerical.
Avoid potentially anxiety-inducing
imagery of healthcare providers, such
as pictures of doctors holding needles,
speculums, or surgical instruments.  

 
Healthcare Specific

Imagery
Healthcare Providers



Icons
Below are icons that can be used with FLASH
posts. They can be used an any shade of grey,

or any color in our brand book. 

Love,
relationships,
online dating,
sexting etc. 

Location;
use for in

person
events

"Contact us" and
communications

Socials and
online

community

Announcements
and advocacy 

Location; use for
in person events



Who We Hang 
Out With



Partner Activities
Scale It Up - Florida

 

Dissemination of materials, iREP
study; advising on bioethics study



 

Institution Scale It Up - Florida is
assigned to; main monetary partner

Partner Activities
Center of Translational Behavioral Sciences - FSU 



 

Dissemination of materials via social
media; U-19 grant project

Partner Activities
Adolescent Medical Trials Network



 

 

Dissemination of FLEX materials, brainstorm
on outreach, give feedback on recruitment &

engagement, assess our networks for resources

Partner Activities
 FLEX Peer Navigation - Florida Department of Health & SIU - FL



 

FLASH provides support for the PReP
Project; funding provided by FSU

Partner Activities
PReP Project - FSU & Center of Disease Control and Prevention



 

Local connection, attend meetings about
laws and policies regarding sexual health

and education curriculum

Partner Activities
Florida Healthy Youth Alliance 



 

Local connection, resource for
FLEX Navigation Project

Partner Activities
Jacksonville Area Sexual Minority Youth Network



Contact Us

GET IN TOUCH

@The FLASH Network

@fl4shnetwork

contact@flashnetwork.org 

http://flashnetwork.org/

http://flashnetwork.org/contact/
http://flashnetwork.org/
https://www.instagram.com/fl4shnetwork/
https://www.facebook.com/The-FLASH-Network-102353252131909
https://twitter.com/fl4shnetwork

